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SUMMARY
Vitis vinifera is an economically important crop and a useful model in which to study chromatin dynamics.
In contrast to the small and relatively simple genome of Arabidopsis thaliana, grapevine contains a complex
genome of 487 Mb that exhibits extensive colonization by transposable elements. We used Hi-C, ChIP-seq
and ATAC-seq to measure how chromatin features correlate to the expression of 31 845 grapevine genes.
ATAC-seq revealed the presence of more than 16 000 open chromatin regions, of which we characterize
nearly 5000 as possible distal enhancer candidates that occur in intergenic space > 2 kb from the nearest
transcription start site (TSS). A motif search identified more than 480 transcription factor (TF) binding sites
in these regions, with those for TCP family proteins in greatest abundance. These open chromatin regions
are typically within 15 kb from their nearest promoter, and a gene ontology analysis indicated that their
nearest genes are significantly enriched for TF activity. The presence of a candidate cis-regulatory element
(cCRE) > 2 kb upstream of the TSS, location in the active nuclear compartment as determined by Hi-C, and
the enrichment of H3K4me3, H3K4me1 and H3K27ac at the gene are correlated with gene expression. Taken
together, these results suggest that regions of intergenic open chromatin identified by ATAC-seq can be
considered potential candidates for cis-regulatory regions in V. vinifera. Our findings enhance the characterization of a valuable agricultural crop, and help to clarify the understanding of unique plant biology.
Keywords: chromatin, epigenetics, transcription factors, gene expression, plant biology, Vitis vinifera.

INTRODUCTION
Cis-regulatory elements (CREs) are regions of DNA that
influence expression of nearby genes through the binding
of transcription factor (TF) proteins. Proper spatio-temporal
activation and silencing of genes is a critical part of development and, in multi-cellular organisms, a specific gene
regulatory program gives rise to each different cell type. A
major part of this regulatory program includes the function
of CREs, which play key roles in cellular processes such as
cell differentiation and limb development, as well as tumor
growth (Boulay et al., 2018; Mojica-Vazquez et al., 2017; Xu
et al., 2009). Distal, gene-activating CREs are known as
enhancers (Heintzman and Ren, 2009) and, while their precise mechanism has not been definitively established,
enhancers have been shown to bind TFs and are believed

to form a DNA loop with their target promoter to assist in
either the initiation or prolongation of transcription, likely
through the delivery of necessary transcription components (Calo and Wysocka, 2013; Pennacchio et al., 2013).
Conversely, silencing elements disrupt transcription, either
by blocking RNA polymerase or otherwise inhibiting transcription initiation (Rojo, 2001).
Although the functions of CREs are well-documented in
mammals and Drosophila, the complete set of regulatory
elements in plant genomes remains largely unidentified
and uncharacterized (Weber et al., 2016). Phylogenetic
footprinting approaches that have been successful in identifying regulatory elements in vertebrates (Siepel, 2005)
have not found widespread applications in plants, probably as a consequence of the difficulties in aligning their
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genomes arising from extreme structural variation due to
very recent movement of transposable elements that is
characteristic of most Angiosperm plant species (Morgante
et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the limited studies performed
have demonstrated the importance of certain CREs in
plants, showing not only that these regions play a vital role
in shaping useful traits in our current agricultural crops
(Clark et al., 2006), but also that alterations in CREs represent a rich source of genetic diversity that can already be
used to improve plant phenotypes (Rodrıguez-Leal et al.,
2017). Furthermore, the engineering of entire gene regulatory networks is recognized as a potentially powerful tool
to increase crop efficiency in the future (Nemhauser and
Torii, 2016). To fully explore these strategies, cis-regulatory
regions must first be located within plant genomes, and
their effects on gene expression must be established.
Early studies using enhancer-trapping and QTL mapping
revealed the general location of some enhancers in various
plant species (Clark et al., 2006; Michael and McClung,
2003; Wu et al., 2003), but these techniques are slow and
laborious, precluding extensive genome-wide identification
and characterization of CREs. More recently, advances in
next-generation sequencing technology have led to
improved methods for identifying CREs, including DNAseseq and ATAC-seq (Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin; Boyle et al., 2008; Buenrostro et al., 2013; Song
and Crawford, 2010). These techniques are based on the
property of TF-binding regulatory regions to form relatively
open chromatin (Crawford et al., 2004; Galas and Schmitz,
1978), making them sensitive to enzymatic cleavage, and
allowing for CRE-targeted sequencing and bioinformatics
analysis. The advent of large-scale single-cell sequencing
has further highlighted the correlation between ATAC-seq
identified regions and cell-type-specific gene regulation,
confirming the utility of this technique in modern plant
transcriptomics studies (Farmer et al., 2021; Xu et al.,
2021).
Genome-wide open chromatin searches have been performed in other plant species, including rice, maize and
Arabidopsis (Oka et al., 2017; Rodgers-Melnick et al., 2016;
Sullivan et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2012). A comparison of
these studies shows the remarkable variety of plant genome sizes and structures, and highlights the unique
insights that can be obtained from the exploration of different plant genomes. Grapevine (Vitis vinifera) provides an
excellent crop in which to investigate CRE characteristics
and function as its medium-sized genome of 487 Mb (Jaillon et al., 2007) comprises approximately 50% repetitive
elements in varying conformations across its 19 chromosomes; thus, the nucleus must maximize efficient gene
transcription while minimizing deleterious effects of transposons. Grapevine is a highly heterozygous fruit tree (Salmaso et al., 2005; Thomas and Scott, 1993) whose long life
span makes it commercially suitable for clonal propagation

€ hl et al., 2004), during which individuals can accumu(Ru
late somatic mutations (Vondras et al., 2019). This widelygrown crop includes hundreds of varieties adapted to
specific climates worldwide, providing potential real-world
applications of new discoveries.
With this study, we use ATAC-seq to search for regions
of open chromatin in the grapevine leaf tissue, identifying
16 771 regions overall, with nearly 5000 of these occurring
in intergenic space [> 2 kb away from the nearest transcription start site (TSS)], and therefore representing possible
enhancers, or distal candidate CREs (cCREs). We perform
sequence analysis of these open chromatin regions, and
find that they contain more than 480 TF motifs and are
enriched near TF genes. Additionally, we use ChIP-seq to
search for known epigenetic signatures of these cCREs and
do not find evidence for strong enrichment of H3K27ac or
H3K4me1 at these loci. We exploit the high levels of individual heterozygosity to perform an allele-specific analysis
of open chromatin regions and to relate this information to
patterns of allele-specific expression. Finally, we use Hi-C
to define nuclear organization patterns, and correlate these
and other chromatin features with RNA-seq data to illustrate the additive effects of global and local gene regulation. We find that the presence of open chromatin,
H3K4me3, H3K4me1 and H3K27ac, and location in the
active nuclear compartment all correlate with gene expression.
RESULTS
Mapping ATAC-seq peaks and histone modifications
To examine the local chromatin landscape of V. vinifera,
we performed ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al., 2013) and
ChIP-seq with antibodies to three modified histones
(H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K4me1) shown to fulfill important roles in eukaryotic organisms (for review, see Zentner
and Henikoff, 2013) in young leaf tissue from Pinot Noir
plants. Peaks were called with MACS v 2.1.0 (Zhang et al.,
2008), and we identified 23 207 peaks for H3K4me3, 28 272
peaks for H3K27ac, 14 370 broad regions for H3K4me1 and
16 771 peaks for ATAC-seq (the MACS2 narrow peak or
broad peak output files for each peak set can be found in
Data S1). We then divided the genome into eight compartments, including promoter (defined as the 2-kb region
upstream of the TSS), 5ʹ-UTR, coding exons and introns,
3ʹ-UTR, 3ʹ-UTR-adjacent (500 bp), genic transposable elements, intergenic transposable elements and non-TE intergenic regions. We counted the number of peak summits
(for H3K4me3, H3K27ac and ATAC-seq) or broad region
centers (for H3K4me1) found at each of these genomic
locations to determine the correlation of chromatin features with specific genome fractions (Figure 1a). All three
histone modifications are highly enriched in coding exons
and introns, which contain 73.5% of H3K4me3 peak
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Figure 1. Location of epigenetic features in Vitis vinifera.
(a) Occurrence of histone modifications or accessible chromatin in different genomic regions compared with the overall proportion (yellow bars) of each region
type in the genome. The y-axis shows the percentage of the total of each feature type found at the genomic regions. Peak summits were used to classify the
locations, except for H3K4me1, for which the center of broad enriched regions was used. The number of peaks (ATAC-seq, H3K4me3, H3K27ac) or broad regions
(H3K4me1) at each region is shown above each bar while, for the genomic proportions (yellow bars), the total base pair percent of each region type is shown.
Percentages do not sum to 100% because some regions overlap in the genome. ‘3’ adjacent’ indicates the 500-bp window directly downstream of the transcription end site (TES). ‘Promoter’ indicates the 2-kb promoter region upstream of the TSS. Asterisks (*) indicate candidate cis-regulatory element (CRE) categories.
(b) Read count profiles of modified histones or accessible chromatin at the TSS for 31 845 V. vinifera genes.

summits, 57.3% of H3K27ac peak summits and 79.8% of
H3K4me1 broad region centers. The distributions of
H3K4me3 and H3K27ac are remarkably similar, with 16 318

instances of peaks overlapping by at least 50% of each
peak of the pair. The summits of ATAC-seq peaks, representing regions of accessible chromatin, exist most
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with a tapering of H3K4me3 signal. A slight increase and
then depletion of all marks is seen at the transcription end
site (TES; Figure S2).

frequently at the promoter (36.5%) and in other intergenic
space (intergenic non-TE: 5188 summits, 30.9%; intergenic
TE: 139 summits, 0.83%). The distribution of TE families in
which peak summits were found is shown in Figure S1.
Meta-profiles of either ChIP-seq or ATAC-seq enrichment
at the TSS were produced from MACS2-generated bedgraph files, and show the read pile-up of these features at
the TSS (n = 31 845) and 5 kb upstream or downstream.
Areas of open chromatin (ATAC-seq) are enriched at the
TSS, downstream of which lie H3K4me3 and H3K27ac
whose signals strongly overlap. H3K4me1 levels decrease
just before the TSS before increasing again in concordance

(a)

Intergenic regions of open chromatin are methylationdepleted and contain TF binding sites
Of the 487 Mb of grapevine genome, 7.9 Mb (1.6%) can be
classified as accessible chromatin in young leaf tissue as
determined by ATAC-seq (Figure 2a), with 5.4 Mb (11 332
regions, average size 476 bp) located either within genes
or the upstream 2-kb region and 2.5 Mb (5439 regions,
average size 456 bp) occurring in intergenic regions. Distal
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Figure 2. ATAC-seq-identified regions.
(a) Accessible regions comprise 7.9 Mb of the
487 Mb grapevine genome. Of these, 5.4 Mb is
associated with genes and 2.5 Mb is intergenic.
(b) Comparison of methylation in CG (solid line),
CHG (dashed line) or CHH (dotted line) contexts
across intergenic ATAC-seq peaks (orange) or 2173
500-bp random intergenic, non-TE regions (gray),
all scaled to 100%.
(c) Centrimo output from MEME-Suite showing the
centrally located enrichment of nine example transcription factor (TF) binding sites found in intergenic accessible regions.
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intergenic regions of accessible chromatin, classified in
this study as regions occurring neither in a gene nor in the
2-kb promoter upstream of a TSS, are of particular interest
as they are likely candidates for CREs, such as enhancers
(Heintzman and Ren, 2009; Lu et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2015).
Because cytosine methylation has been shown to be
incompatible with TF binding (O’Malley et al., 2016; Stadler
et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2017) and, in accordance with this,
active enhancers tend to be hypo-methylated (For review,
see Calo and Wysocka, 2013), we used previously-generated bisulfite sequencing data from young leaf tissue
(Magris et al., 2019) to analyze the CG, CHG and CHH
methylation levels of intergenic ATAC-seq peaks as well as
those of 2173 randomly chosen, non-TE intergenic regions
of 500 bp each. For comparison, we included 5-kb flanking
regions upstream and downstream of the peaks (Figure 2b). We find that ATAC-seq peak regions in grapevine
have lower average methylation levels than control regions
in all three contexts (CG: 16.8 versus 68.1%; CHG: 10.0 versus 45.0%; CHH: 1.4 versus 3.4%), providing support for a
potential enhancer role for these regions. Enhancers typically feature specific TF binding sites of approximately 6–
20 nucleotides contained within approximately 100–
1000 bp of relatively accessible DNA (Hesselberth et al.,
2009; Long et al., 2016; Mueller et al., 2017; Sung et al.,
2014; Zhu et al., 2015). To determine if the intergenic open
chromatin regions we found in grapevine might be associated with TFs, we used the MEME-ChIP software from
MEME Suite 5.1.1 (Bailey et al., 2009) to analyze a filtered
subset of intergenic accessible regions and find any possible protein-binding motifs, searching against the DAP Arabidopsis motifs database (O’Malley et al., 2016). Regions
were filtered to exclude those adjacent to H3K4me3 enrichment and therefore suspected to be TSS-adjacent peaks
for unannotated genes, leaving 4902 regions to analyze.
From our ATAC-seq-identified accessible regions, MEMEChIP discovered more than 400 centrally enriched motifs,
with at least 20 of these belonging to the plant-specific
TCP protein family. Other common binding sites found
include those for basic helix-loop-helix proteins (bHLH31,
bHLH34, bHLH77, bHLH74), bZIP proteins (GBF3, GBF6,
bZIP50, bZIP68), WRKY proteins, MYB proteins and others
(examples of various TF families shown in Figure 2c). A full
list of the centrally enriched motifs can be found in Data
S2. The presence of numerous TF binding sites at intergenic accessible regions further supports a functional role
for these loci in the regulation of gene expression, and
suggests they could be cCREs.
Hi-C reveals enrichment of cCREs per expressed gene in
inactive compartment
Next, we examined the global distribution of distal cCREs
across nuclear compartments. In eukaryotic cells, chromosomes often 10s or 100s of megabases long must be

efficiently folded so that an entire genome fits in the
nucleus and is still transcribed as needed. Hi-C experiments in mammals, yeast and Drosophila showed that the
largest-scale organization divides the nucleus into two
general regions, the active and inactive compartments
(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Duan et al., 2010; Sexton
et al., 2012), which correspond to loose, highly-transcribed euchromatic zones and tightly-packed heterochromatic zones, respectively. In the 135-Mb genome of
Arabidopsis, similar alternating compartments were
described (Grob et al., 2014), revealing the boundaries
between active and inactive euchromatin. Larger, more
complex plant genomes feature diverse organizational
patterns, with rice (Dong et al., 2018) and foxtail millet
(Dong et al., 2017) chromosomes, for example, showing
numerous alternating active/inactive regions, while barley
chromosomes could only be resolved into three broad
zones (Mascher et al., 2017). Because CREs interact with
their target gene promoters to regulate expression, we
reasoned they might be enriched in the active compartment, which is defined by longer-range interactions and is
characterized by higher gene expression. To test this
hypothesis, we performed Hi-C on young leaf tissue and
used a principal component analysis (see Experimental
Procedures) to assign 50-kb genome windows to either
the active or inactive compartment. We found that the
grapevine genome in the nuclei of young leaves is nearly
equally divided between the two compartments, which
comprise approximately 230 Mb (47%, active compartment) and 248 Mb (51%, inactive compartment) of the
genome, and do not adhere to a specific pattern across
chromosomes (Figure 3a). A genome-wide view of the
compartments and density of genomic features, including
genes, transposons, open chromatin (ATAC-seq signal)
and histone modifications, is shown in Figure S3. As
observed in other plant species (Dong et al., 2017), chromosome composition in grapevine is reflected in its organization, with active compartment regions corresponding
to regions of markedly higher gene density and lower TE
density than inactive compartment regions (Figure S3).
While there were overall more cCREs identified in the
active compartment (2661 ATAC-seq peaks) versus inactive compartment (1783 ATAC-seq peaks), the ratio of
identified cCREs to expressed genes was significantly
greater in the inactive compartment (active: 2661 peaks/
15 082 genes = 0.176; inactive: 1783 peaks/7630
genes = 0.234; P < 0.00001, two proportion z-test). Additionally, both cCREs and promoter ATAC-seq peaks in the
inactive compartment were found to have slightly but significantly higher fold enrichment scores than peaks in the
active compartment (Figure 3b). One technical explanation for this observation is that the computational algorithm used by MACS2 was more easily able to detect
enrichment in the relatively closed background of the
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inactive compartment. Alternatively, the lower fold enrichment but higher gene expression in the active compartment (Figure 3c) could reflect genes that have a nearby
cCRE and are highly expressed, but only in one or few cell
types in the leaf. Regardless of the cause, this increase in
observed local accessibility is not sufficient to fully counteract the repressive environment of the inactive compartment, as genes closest to intergenic ATAC-seq peaks in
this compartment still have lower average expression
than non-closest genes in the active compartment (Figure 3c).
Combinations of cCREs and other local chromatin features
are correlated with gene expression
Interestingly, most (81%) of the Vitis 31 845 genes are
expressed in young leaves, but there is not a single epigenetic environment required for transcription. Instead, several distinct combinations of chromatin features can be
found throughout the genome, suggesting that each gene
is regulated in part through a customized environment. To
measure correlations between these features and individual gene expression, we scored genes on seven epigenetic
criteria associated with expression: overlap with (i)
H3K4me1, (ii) H3K4me3, (iii) H3K27ac or (iv) a TSS ATACseq peak, (v) the presence of a proximal ATAC-seq peak
from 200 bp to 2 kb upstream of the TSS, (vi) whether
or not the promoter of the gene was the closest promoter
to a distal cCRE > 2 kb upstream of the TSS (examples in
Figure 4a and Figure S4 produced with IGV; Robinson
et al., 2011), and (vii) location in the active versus inactive
nuclear compartments. Expression levels, shown as log10-

d

(1851) (1084)
(1851)
(1084)
d

Figure 3. Active and inactive nuclear compartments
in young grapevine leaves.
(a) Examples of active and inactive compartment
organization patterns observed in grapevine leaf
nuclei, as determined by a principal component
analysis of Hi-C interaction data. Positive yellow
signal indicates active compartment regions, negative gray signal indicates inactive compartment
regions.
(b) Fold enrichment of Tn5 transposase integration
obtained from MACS2 at either intergenic or geneassociated ATAC-seq peaks in active (yellow) and
inactive (gray) compartments, with the number of
peaks in each boxplot shown in parentheses.
(c) Gene expression (log10[RPKM+1]) for expressed
genes whose promoters are closest or not closest
to a candidate cis-regulatory element (cCRE) in
active and inactive compartments, with the number
of genes in each boxplot shown in parentheses.
Significant differences (P < 0.05) in gene expression
between subsets are indicated by unique letters (a–
d). All P-values shown were determined by an independent two-sample or pairwise Wilcoxon test.

transformed RPKM+1, were calculated for each group and
shown in Figure 4(b), for genes with zero features (left boxplot, lightest blue) to seven features (right boxplot, darkest
blue), with the number of genes measured for each group
in parentheses above the box. A two-sided pairwise Wilcoxon test was used to test for significance by measuring
the P-value of expression differences between groups.
Genes associated with six or seven features (n = 457 and
n = 27, respectively) showed the highest levels of expression, while those with zero features (n = 5272) had the lowest expression. Significant (P < 0.05) differences in gene
expression were seen between all groups except for the
seven-feature group, as indicated by letters above the boxplots, showing that gene expression typically increases
with each increment of an increasingly permissive locus.
Genes were then grouped based on number of features,
with the percentage of genes having each feature shown in
Figure 4(c). To compare the effects of each individual feature on gene expression, we further divided these groups
based on which features its members had and measured
expression for each sub-group (Figure S5). Single-feature
genes with only the ATAC-seq features (TSS ATAC-seq,
cCRE, or Proximal Upstream ATAC-seq) do not show significant expression differences from the zero-feature gene
sets (group ‘One’ boxplots, Figure S5), suggesting that,
while in the inactive nuclear compartment and in the
absence of other important chromatin features, local open
chromatin is an insufficient catalyst for gene expression. In
contrast, we see that in the active compartment, open
chromatin in any position is correlated with greater expression than for genes in the active compartment with no
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Figure 4. Correlation of local environment with
gene expression.
(a) Examples of local features accounted for in (b)
and (c). Not shown: nuclear compartment (active or
inactive).
(b) Expression levels of genes calculated as log10
(RPKM + 1), stratified by total number of epigenetic
features in gene environment. Number of genes
included in each group is shown above each box,
and significant differences (P < 0.05) between boxplots are indicated by letters (a–g). Each letter represents a statistically unique set of expression
levels based on P-values calculated by an independent pairwise Wilcoxon test.
(c) Percent of genes in each feature number group
having the indicated epigenetic feature.
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other features (Figure S6). Taken together, these results
argue against a uniform mechanism of gene regulation
and suggest instead that a context-specific, dynamic interplay of epigenetic features, including nuclear location,
open chromatin and histone modifications, creates and
maintains a uniquely appropriate environment for each
gene. Finally, because the modified histones H3K27ac and
H3K4me1 have been shown to fulfill additional roles at
mammalian enhancers (Creyghton et al., 2010; Heintzman
et al., 2009), we asked if these modifications might also be
present at grapevine cCRE regions, but we found only lowlevel variations in signal (Figure S7) that are not recognized as peaks by the MACS2 callpeak algorithm (Zhang
et al., 2008). Our results agree with previously reported
data in other plant species showing that plant enhancers
are not strongly associated with H3K27ac or H3K4me1
(Oka et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2015), as they
are in mammals. These results emphasize the challenges

of CRE identification in plants and highlight the efficacy of
the ATAC-seq approach.
Upstream cCREs are correlated with higher expression in
their closest promoter genes compared with downstream
cCREs
After determining that distal cCREs were significantly associated with gene expression, we examined whether the
position of the cCRE relative to the closest gene affected
this relationship. Although mammalian CREs are frequently located 10s or 100s of kilobases away from their
target promoter (Wang et al., 2019; Williamson et al., 2011;
Yao et al., 2015), in more compact plant genomes CREs are
often positioned within 10 kb of the gene they likely regulate (Lu et al., 2017; Maher et al., 2018). We found that
approximately three-quarters (76.3%, 3739 peaks) of cCRE
regions in the grapevine genome are between 1 and 15 kb
from the nearest promoter, and that about 66% of them
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Figure 5. Distance of candidate cis-regulatory elements (cCREs) to their closest promoter and expression levels of closest genes.
(a) Comparison of the distribution of candidate CRE distances from their nearest promoter for either upstream peaks (dark blue) versus the size of the intergenic
interval (light blue) in which they are found or downstream peaks (dark red) versus the size of the intergenic interval in which they are found plus the length of
the gene (light red). ‘Genomic Intergenic’ shows the average length of every intergenic interval remaining in the Vitis vinifera genome after subtracting the
genes plus their 2-kb upstream promoters. P-value determined by an independent pairwise Wilcoxon test. Significant differences (P < 0.05) in promoter distance
or intergenic interval length [log10(bp)] between subsets are indicated by unique letters (a–d).
(b) Expression levels of subsets of closest-promoter genes for which the nearest cCRE is upstream (blue) or downstream (red), or of genes that are not closest
to a cCRE (gray). Genes in each group were selected so that each subset had an equal number of genes with a statistically similar length (in bp) distribution. Pvalue determined by an independent pairwise Wilcoxon test. Significant differences (P < 0.05) in expression were seen between each subset.

(3232 peaks) are located upstream of their closest promoter (Table S1). Upstream peaks are significantly closer
to their closest promoters than downstream peaks (dark
blue boxplot versus dark red boxplot; Figure 5a), and the
median intergenic spaces in which these peaks are found
(light blue and light red boxplots) are significantly larger
than the median length of all V. vinifera intergenic intervals
(gray boxplot; Figure 5a). To compare the expression of
genes associated with upstream or downstream peaks, we
created three gene subsets of equal numbers (n = 1131
genes, the maximum number of unique genes closest to a
downstream peak) that were also similar in size distribution (Figure S8a) to avoid the bias of shorter gene selection
for closest downstream peak genes. Using these subsets,
we compared the expression levels for genes with
upstream peaks, downstream peaks, and also genes for
which the promoter was not closest to any distal cCRE
(Figure 5b). Notably, there is a significant difference
(P = 0.002) in the expression levels of genes for which the
cCRE is upstream versus downstream with respect to its
closest promoter (Figure 5b). Because genes that are

closest to a downstream cCRE show significantly more
expression than genes that are not closest to any cCRE
(gray boxplot, P = 2.0E-07) but less expression than genes
with an upstream cCRE, it is possible that cCRE position
might influence its effect. Multiple possibilities could
explain this phenomenon. Assuming downstream cCREs
are nevertheless functional, some of these downstream
peaks might regulate genes other than those whose promoters are closest, either the next-closest gene or perhaps
distal genes. For a fraction of these, it is also possible that
their closest gene is unannotated in the reference genome.
Furthermore, it is possible that the extra distance a downstream cCRE must cross to reach an upstream promoter
could impede its function compared with upstream peaks.
However, among all genes closest to a cCRE, we do not
see a relationship between the distance between the cCRE
and the promoter versus gene expression (Figure S8b),
indicating that simple base pair distance has little or no
effect on potential enhancer activity. Our observations support a model in which plant CREs are preferentially close
to their target promoters, likely due to relatively short
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Figure 6. Correlation between d-scores of allelespecific expressed genes and (a) transcription start
site (TSS)-overlapping ATAC-seq peaks, (b)
upstream intergenic ATAC-seq peaks [candidate cisregulatory elements (cCREs)], (c) TSS-overlapping
H3K4me3 peaks, and (d) TSS-overlapping H3K27ac
peaks. Panel (b) includes only allele-specific
expressed genes whose promoter was closest to an
upstream intergenic ATAC-seq peak. For each
panel, P-values were calculated between y-axis values of groups contained in ellipses using a onetailed, independent two-sample Wilcoxon test. The
horizontal line in each plot marks a chromatin feature d-score of zero.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

intergenic spaces compared with those of mammals
(Murat et al., 2012), but that longer-distance interactions
are possible even without conserved mammalian-like topologically associated domains (Dong et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2015).
An imbalance in TSS and cCRE accessibility correlates
with allele-specific expression
Given the importance of the TSS environment for total
gene expression, we then asked if an imbalance in expression between alleles could be explained in part by corresponding differences in chromatin accessibility and
modified histone enrichment at each haplotype. We used
allele-specific expression estimates obtained from Pinot
Noir leaf tissues, and then performed allele-specific mapping of ATAC-seq reads or ChIP-seq reads. Where informative SNPs occurred in the peak regions we counted reads
mapping to either allele (reference or alternative) and
retained those for which coverage was equal or greater
than 10 (5331 promoter ATAC-seq peaks and 2867 intergenic ATAC-seq peaks). For promoter ATAC-seq peaks
overlapping the TSS, intergenic peaks upstream of their
closest promoter (distal cCREs), and TSS-associated
H3K4me3 and H3K27ac peaks, we calculated a d-score (Xu
et al., 2017), which reflects the ratio of sequencing reads
mapping to one allele or the other and can range from
0.5 (all reads mapped to alternative allele) to 0.5 (all reads
mapped to reference allele), with a value of 0.0 indicating
peaks of equal magnitude at each allele. Similarly, we calculated d-scores for allele-specific expression, for which
extreme values indicate monoallelic expression and 0.0

indicates equal expression of the two alleles, and we
assessed the correlation between the gene expression dscore and ATAC-seq or ChIP-seq peak d-scores. We first filtered the genes to include only those for which the absolute value of the d-score was greater than or equal to 0.3,
indicating an expression bias toward one of the alleles. We
then grouped the d-scores of each chromatin feature
according to the direction of allele bias of their associated
gene and asked if the populations of feature d-scores were
significantly biased toward the same allele using a onesided Wilcoxon test. We found significant biases for TSSATAC-seq peaks (P = 0.0004, n = 57), intergenic ATAC-seq
peaks (distal cCREs; P = 0.026, n = 26) and H3K4me3 peaks
(P < 2.2E-16, n = 220; Figure 6a–c), suggesting that differences in chromatin accessibility, both at the TSS and at
upstream cCREs, could be reflected in differences in allele
expression. Surprisingly, neither TSS-associated H3K27ac
nor H3K4me1 d-scores correlated with gene expression dscores (Figures 6d and S9), indicating that the roles of
these modifications at genes might be separate from direct
facilitation of transcription. Further investigation showed
that these two modifications, and in particular H3K4me1,
are directly correlated with CpG gene body methylation,
suggesting an intriguing relationship between the coexistence of histone and DNA epigenetic marks (Figure S10) in
the grapevine genome, as has been shown in Arabidopsis
(Inagaki et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2020). Together, these
data confirm that large differences in expression between
alleles are associated with equally large differences in the
TSS environment deriving from the H3K4me3 histone
modification and chromatin accessibility, while the weaker
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species. For all cCREs for which nucleotide diversity data
were available, we measured the diversity of these two
groups (CNS-overlapping or non-overlapping cCREs) using
data from 10 grapevine varieties (Magris et al., 2019),
revealing two strikingly different patterns: the CNS-overlapping cCREs appear to be under high sequence constraint, while the remaining cCREs are not (red boxplot
and green boxplot, respectively; Figure 7a). Because this
widespread lack of conservation seems to contradict
recently published studies that showed a decrease in
nucleotide diversity at the ATAC-seq peak summit in maize
and other plant species (Lu et al., 2019; Ricci et al., 2019),
we considered the possibility that the majority of the
regions we identified by ATAC-seq were simply stochastic
Tn5 insertions into the genome. However, the prevalence
of common peaks between three separate transposition
events argues against this possibility (Figure S11). Repeating the MEME-ChIP analysis to compare the two categories
of cCREs did not reveal notable differences in the TF binding motifs contained in each, so we then asked whether
their conservation levels could be related instead to the
genes they are closest to. As shown in Figure 7(b), genes
closest to conserved cCREs indeed show a significantly
lower ratio of non-synonymous/synonymous (hN/hS) diversity, indicating that, like the nearest cCRE, these genes are
under relatively high sequence constraint presumably due
to strong purifying selection pressure. Notably, genes near
the non-conserved cCREs have higher hN/hS ratios than
those near conserved cCREs, but significantly lower hN/hS
ratios than genes not near any cCRE. Thus, we have identified three categories of genes differing in their sequence
evolution patterns: (i) highly conserved genes that are near

allele-specific link between putative enhancers and genes
implies a less-direct relationship between upstream regulatory elements and their target genes.
Conserved cCREs are few but are located near highly
conserved genes
Despite their universal function of facilitating transcription,
enhancers themselves display a wide range of conservation, with some enhancer sequences strongly conserved
and others undergoing accelerated evolution (Odom et al.,
2007; Villar et al., 2015). To identify patterns of Vitis cCRE
evolution, we used the VISTA-Point tool for comparative
genomics (Dubchak et al., 2000; Frazer et al., 2004), to find
3343 conserved, non-coding, non-TE sequences (CNSs)
between V. vinifera and Prunus persica, a species with
known orthology to grapevine (Verde et al., 2013). Most of
these (3111 regions) do not overlap with the Vitis leaf
cCREs identified in this study, and a manual BLAST search
of several of these regions revealed a mixture of pseudogenes, mitochondrial genome fragments, and various
other sequences. A MEME-ChIP motif search of these noncCRE CNSs uncovered 33 significantly enriched motifs
(Data S3), suggesting that some unknown conserved
sequences might be regulatory elements, possibly in
another tissue such as berry or root, although the maximum motif E-value of 3.8E-7 is well above that found for
the Vitis leaf cCREs (2.6E-124). The small fraction (188/
3343; 5.6%) of CNSs that do overlap at least 50% with 169
grapevine cCREs suggest increased sequence constraint at
a small subset of cCREs (169/4902; 3.4%), while the large
majority of grapevine cCREs (4733/4902; 96.6%) do not represent regions of sequence conservation between the two

(a)

(b)
p = 7.1E-011
p = 5.6E-08
p < 2.0E-16
p = 0.4
p = 3.3E-05

p = 1.7E-10

Figure 7. Conservation levels of candidate cis-regulatory elements (cCREs) and their closest genes.
(a) Nucleotide diversity of cCREs sharing conservation (red boxplot) or not (green boxplot) with
regions in Prunus persica as compared with that of
non-conserved, random intergenic regions (blue
boxplot). The number of peaks or regions included
in the analysis is listed above each boxplot, and Pvalues were determined using an independent pairwise Wilcoxon test.
(b) Rates of non-synonymous to synonymous (hN/
hS) nucleotide substitutions for genes closest to
conserved cCREs (red boxplot), non-conserved
cCREs (green boxplot), and genes not closest to a
cCRE (blue boxplot). The number of genes included
in the analysis is listed above each boxplot, and Pvalues were determined using an independent pairwise Wilcoxon test.
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relatively conserved cCREs; (ii) moderately conserved
genes that are near diversifying cCREs; (iii) less-conserved
genes that are not near cCREs.
Gene ontology reveals enrichment of cCREs near TF genes
Given the two different categories of cCREs we found (conserved or non-conserved) and the different rates of evolution of their closest genes, we reasoned that these gene/
cCRE pairs might fulfill different functions for the cell, and
that a Gene Ontology search (Ashburner et al., 2000; The
Gene Ontology Consortium et al., 2021) might reveal
unique enrichments of genes in each group. Surprisingly,
this was largely not the case. As shown in Table S2, both
groups were enriched for molecular functions ‘DNA binding’ (GO:0003677) and ‘TF activity’ (GO:0003700), while significantly enriched biological processes showed greater
variation, ranging from ‘cell differentiation’ (GO:0030154)
to ‘biosynthetic process’ (GO:0009058). The most significant cellular compartment category for both groups was
‘nucleus’ (GO:0005634). These findings are consistent with
previously reported data showing that the pool of genes
targeted by MYB family TFs was enriched for other TF
genes in Arabidopsis (Maher et al., 2018). Our results indicate that, regardless of conservation level, cCREs are preferentially located near TF genes, providing an intriguing
clue to their function and potentially placing them in a
position of importance within critical and broadly-reaching
regulatory cascades. However, more detailed studies are
needed to understand why a select few of these genes are
maintained under such strong sequence conservation.
DISCUSSION
Appropriate gene expression is the critical function of a
nucleus, and understanding how gene regulatory networks
control transcription has become a major focus in a variety
of fields, from medicine to plant breeding. Owing to the
massive output of information from next-generation
sequencing, CREs have been identified as key players in
gene transcription, and even small mutations in these
regions have been shown to cause dramatic changes in
phenotype (Cai et al., 2020; Rodrıguez-Leal et al., 2017).
These regulatory elements represent an exciting new area
of exploration in which levels of gene product can be controlled with high sensitivity, without affecting the coding
sequence of the gene or needing to introduce RNA to a
cell, as with RNAi, and are ideal sequences to be modified
by CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genome editing techniques to
achieve fine tuning of gene expression.
Here, candidate CREs were identified in V. vinifera using
ATAC-seq. These regions of open chromatin were found to
contain DNA binding motifs for several families of TFs,
including, among others, bHLH proteins, bZIP proteins,
MYB proteins and, most abundantly, TCP proteins, a large
TF family exclusive to plants that has also been implicated

in TAD-like boundaries in rice (Liu et al., 2017). We find that
such regions of open chromatin are correlated with
increased expression of the gene whose promoter is closest to the ATAC-seq peak, suggesting that these sites
might be more likely to host activator proteins rather than
repressors. We note that the level of enrichment for
H3K27ac at these cCREs increases slightly, but not enough
to be called a peak by MACS2. The absence of strong
enrichment for histone modifications agrees with previously reported findings that H3K4me1 and H3K27ac cannot
easily be used for de novo identification of plant enhancers, and raises the possibility that plants might have
evolved unique epigenetic signatures at their enhancers as
compared with their mammalian or Drosophila counterparts (Heintzman et al., 2009; Koenecke et al., 2016; Oka
et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2015), despite sharing the feature of
low enhancer methylation (Calo and Wysocka, 2013). Combined with our results suggesting that upstream elements
have stronger activating properties with respect to downstream elements, which might regulate long-distance
genes even in the likely absence of TADs (Dong et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2015), we provide further evidence that
animal and plant regulatory elements have unique characteristics and that custom experimental approaches should
be tailored to each.
A peculiar and seemingly contradictory feature of enhancers is their nucleotide diversity as a consequence of the
selective forces acting on them. Assuming putative enhancers play an important role in gene expression, it is reasonable to expect that their sequence would be tightly
constrained due to purifying selection, as previously
shown for certain cases (Dickel et al., 2018; Lettice et al.,
2017; Pennacchio et al., 2006). Indeed, two recent studies
showed a decrease in nucleotide diversity at the summit of
the open chromatin peak for several plant species (Lu
et al., 2019; Ricci et al., 2019). In contrast, our analyses
show that only a small fraction of candidate CREs in Vitis
leaf tissue are under sequence constraint, while the majority permit an average nucleotide diversity similar to random intergenic regions. These results are consistent with
the rapid enhancer evolution recently documented in
another plant species, cotton (Gossypium hirsutum; Wang
et al., 2017), and multiple studies that suggest mutations
drive beneficial variation and evolution in enhancers
(Odom et al., 2007; Villar et al., 2015) and that, while
enhancer function is conserved, enhancer sequence conservation is not required (Blow et al., 2010; Hare et al.,
2008; Plessy et al., 2005; Snetkova et al., 2021). This apparent paradox in CRE maintenance likely reflects the coexistence of multiple enhancer types as previously described
(Li et al., 2019), whose characteristics are obscured with
ensemble analyses. Our findings support a model in which
different categories of enhancers fulfill separate functions
and enhancer function can be maintained despite
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sequence diversification. We had previously reported
(Magris et al., 2019) that genes under stronger purifying
selection as estimated by the ratio of non-synonymous to
synonymous nucleotide diversity (hN/hS) are significantly
less variable in their expression among grape genotypes.
The observation that conserved cCREs are usually found
near genes showing a low rate of sequence evolution may
provide a mechanistic explanation for the correlation
between expression variation and strength of purifying
selection acting on the gene.
Of all the characteristics of open chromatin our study
reveals, perhaps the most intriguing is the highly significant enrichment of TF genes located nearest to both conserved and not conserved cCREs, which is consistent with
previous studies (Maher et al., 2018; Plessy et al., 2005).
This result could simply reflect the requirement for high
expression of these genes in young leaf tissue, but it could
also hint at a mechanism of efficient enhancer-activity
propagation, in which a single TF gene can be upregulated
by the cCRE, and the resulting high levels of TF protein are
then available to move about the nucleus, facilitating gene
expression in numerous other genes via binding at the
TSS. This possibility is supported by grapevine leaf expression data (Figure 4b; Figures S5 and S6), and would help
to explain why a distal cCRE was found near only about
3700 out of approximately 32 000 grapevine genes, yet
most of them are expressed nonetheless. Consequently, it
is possible that disruption of a TF-gene-adjacent CRE could
have a widespread and unexpected effect on distant
genes.
Beyond cCREs, our study showed that the grapevine
genome is broadly organized into active and inactive compartments, which alternate with no specific pattern along
each chromosome. Genes in the active compartment are
generally more expressed than those in the inactive compartment, but the presence of an upstream cCRE, while
more frequent in the inactive compartment, promotes gene
expression in either compartment (Figure 3c). We found
that the seven chromatin features analyzed (active nuclear
compartment, H3K27ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, distal, proximal and TSS open chromatin) have an additive effect on
gene expression, with more features present at a gene
generally correlated to greater expression (Figure 4b).
Additionally, we show that allelic imbalances in grapevine
gene expression are linked to corresponding allele-biased
levels of H3K4me3 and accessibility of the TSS and
upstream cCRE (Figure 6a–c). Because TF occupancy promotes open chromatin, it is likely that differences in accessibility arise from altered TF binding, due either to the
occurrence of a SNP within a conserved binding motif or
to a local epigenetic change such as increased DNA methylation that could inhibit binding. Our analysis of allelespecific accessible chromatin relies specifically on the presence of SNPs within the ATAC-seq peak that allow for

allele-specific read assignment, and thus does not allow us
to distinguish between possible alternative mechanisms.
Still, these results provide valuable insights on the relationship between gene environment and expression levels,
and can provide direction for both more efficient breeding
efforts and improvement through genetic modification.
We note a conspicuous absence of transposon-associated cCREs in our set of identified open chromatin regions.
A growing body of evidence implicates transposable elements in shaping cis-regulatory networks (Bourque et al.,
2018; Long et al., 2016) and, in humans, Alu elements,
comprising 10% of the genome, have even been shown to
function as enhancers in in vitro assays (Su et al., 2014). In
grapevine, TEs make up at least 41% of the genome (Jaillon et al., 2007), but less than 2% (n = 204) of our ATACseq identified peaks are located within them, most of
which occur in Gypsy or Copia LTR retrotransposons (Figure S1). While read mappability may partly account for
this, it seems to point to a real deficiency of CREs within
transposons in grapevine. This may be due to the already
cited recent movement of TEs that may not have left
enough time for their cooption into the regulatory networks of the host as predicted by Orgel and Crick when
defining properties of selfish DNA (Orgel and Crick, 1980).
It is still possible that in a species like grapevine where
high levels of structural variation due to polymorphic TE
insertion events are observed (G. Magris, M. Morgante,
personal communication), TEs may play an indirect role in
gene regulation by either changing the local epigenetic
environment or by modifying the spacing of CREs.
Our study has two major limitations. First, due to high
levels of chloroplast contamination, despite using different
nuclear isolation methods, we were unable to obtain high
sequencing coverage for two biological replicates.
Although the low-coverage replicate data confirmed that
Tn5 insertions into the genome were not random, the lack
of higher coverage also makes it likely that many potentially accessible genomic regions were not identified,
which could explain why relatively few promoters (about
3700) were identified as having a nearby cCRE. Another
limitation of this study is the lack of molecular data verifying a direct link between cCREs and their target genes. We
have based our analyses and conclusions on the assumption that the closest promoter along the linear chromosome is the most likely target of enhancer activity.
Although our results do indicate that the genes closest to
regions of open chromatin are frequently upregulated, we
also show that when the cCRE is downstream of its nearest
promoter, the effect on expression is significantly less than
if the cCRE is upstream (Figure 5b), showing one limitation
of this assumption and raising additional questions about
the three-dimensional folding of the genome. To precisely
analyze promoter-enhancer interactions, a proximity ligation-based technique that enriches for these loci prior to
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sequencing, such as ChIA-PET (Tang et al., 2015) or Capture Hi-C (Mifsud et al., 2015), could be used instead of
whole-genome Hi-C to provide the higher resolution and
signal-to-noise required. Another appealing method for a
more direct assessment of the functionality of these
regions would be targeted gene editing as was shown in
tomato (Rodrıguez-Leal et al., 2017) that would mutate or
destroy the TF binding motif of a particular region, followed by RNA-seq or protein analysis to observe any
changes in the level of gene product.
With this work we have identified candidate CREs in V.
vinifera leaf tissue, showing that their presence is associated with gene expression and that their placement with
respect to nearby genes has potentially important effects.
We reveal two classes of cCREs, those conserved and nonconserved, and show that the genes nearest to each class
show corresponding levels of non-synonymous to synonymous nucleotide substitutions. We also show that gene
regulation in a complex plant genome is affected by both
global and local chromatin features whose combinatorial
effects are reflected in different levels of expression. Future
studies focusing on different tissues and developmental
stages in grapevine will help to clarify how regulatory
dynamics change throughout the lifespan of this important
crop, and will provide new targets for study and potential
breeding efforts.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
ChIP-seq
Young leaf material (1st–5th leaves) was collected from Pinot Noir
plants (VCR18) grown in the field (Azienda Agraria A. Servedei,
Udine, Italy and Vivai Cooperativo Rauscedo, Rauscedo, Italy) during late spring/early summer. Approximately 1 g of leaf material
was formaldehyde-crosslinked and used to isolate chromatin and
perform the immunoprecipitation according to the manufacturer’s
protocol of the Abcam Plant ChIP kit (ab117137), except for the
final DNA purification which was performed with 1.6 9 volumes of
AmpureXP beads (Beckman Coulter) rather than spin columns.
Chromatin was sheared with a Diagenode Bioruptor sonicator
using 5 cycles of 30 sec on, 90 sec off on the ‘HI’ setting. For each
immunoprecipitation, 3–5 µg of antibody was used of either
H3K4me3 (Abcam ab8580), H3K4me1 (Abcam ab8895) or H3K27ac
(Abcam ab4729). The resulting immunoprecipitated or input DNA
was used to produce sequencing libraries using the Ovation Ultralow System V2 kit (Nugen 0344NB) with 15 cycles of polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) amplification, and libraries were quantified
and checked for quality using a Bioanalyzer (Agilent). H3K4me3
libraries were produced in duplicate, and H3K4me1 and H3K27ac
libraries were performed in triplicate, and all libraries were
sequenced (single-end or paired-end, 125 bp) on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencer. A total of 67 501 979 unique reads were
mapped for H3K4me1, 41 048 912 unique reads for H3K4me3,
80 346 835 unique reads for H3K27ac, and 99 271 775 unique
reads for input samples. Reads were trimmed and filtered for
quality ERNE version 1.4 (Del Fabbro et al., 2013), and aligned to
the V. vinifera 12Xv0 464 reference genome using Bowtie 2.0.2.
Peaks or broad regions enriched in sample versus input DNA were

identified using MACS2 (v 2.1.0; Zhang et al., 2008) using the
default settings for narrow peaks for H3K4me3 and H3K27ac, and
the –broad option for H3K4me1.

ATAC-seq
Leaf material Pinot Noir (VCR18) was collected as for ChIP-seq, and
approximately 200 mg of tissue was frozen in liquid nitrogen and
ground to a powder. Nuclei were isolated using a modified version
of Protocol A from Lutz et al. (2011) that was scaled down for small
volumes. Briefly, ground leaf tissue was thawed in Extraction Buffer 1 (0.4 M sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 0.01 9 volume protease inhibitor cocktail for plants;
Sigma-Aldrich, P9599). Nuclei were filtered through two layers of
Miracloth and centrifuged for 20 min at 4°C at 1940 g. The pellet
was resuspended in Extraction Buffer 2 (0.25 M sucrose, 10 mM
Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 1% Triton X-100, 5 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 0.01 9 volume protease inhibitors) and was centrifuged
for 10 min at 4°C at 12 000 g. The pellet was then resuspended in
100 uL of Extraction Buffer 3 (1.7 M sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0,
0.15% Triton X-100, 2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM beta-mercaptotethanol,
0.01 9 volume protease inhibitors) and layered over 300 uL of
Extraction Buffer 3, and the tube was centrifuged for 45 min at 4°C
at 14 000 g. The supernatant was removed and, to the isolated
nuclei pellet, 1 9 transposition mix containing 1 9 TDE buffer and
Tn5 enzyme (Illumina, FC-121-1031) was added, and the reaction
was incubated at 37°C for 30 min. The entire reaction was used for
PCR amplification in a 50-µL reaction using Nextera primers (N7xx,
N5xx) with 11 cycles of amplification. Libraries were cleaned using
0.7 9 volume of AmpureXP beads (Beckman Coulter), and checked
for quality and quantity using a Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Libraries
were produced in duplicate with only one library sequenced to high
coverage, and both libraries were sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq 2500 (paired-end, 125 bp) for a total of 16 511 418 uniquely
mapping reads. Reads were trimmed and filtered for quality using
ERNE version 1.4, and aligned to the V. vinifera 12Xv0 464 reference
genome using Bowtie 2.0.2. Peaks were identified using MACS2 (v
2.1.0) using the default settings for narrow peaks, except for --shift
100 and --extsize 200.

Allele-specific ChIP-seq and ATAC-seq analysis
For allele-specific mapping of ChIP-seq or ATAC-seq, filtered reads
were aligned with Bowtie 2.0.2 (Langmead et al., 2009) to a reference V. vinifera genome for which SNPs were masked. Alignment
files were then processed using markAllelicStatus.py of HiC-Pro2.7.8 (Servant et al., 2015), and a VCF file containing phased Vitis
SNPs to count the reads mapping to either haplotype at each
heterozygous SNP occurring within peaks. For H3K4me1, we used
only SNPs occurring in regions within 200 bp of the TSS. To
account for mapping bias, this step was repeated using either
input DNA (ChIP-seq) or whole genome sequencing reads (ATACseq and RNA-seq) and, for each SNP, a correction factor (CF) was
calculated [CF(ref) = 0.5*((reads(ref) + reads(alt))/reads(ref)], where
reads(ref) is the number of reads mapping on the reference allele
in the control experiment (input DNA or whole genome sequencing) and reads(alt) is the number of reads mapping on the alternative allele in the control experiment. CF(alt) was also calculated as
0.5*((reads(alt) + reads(ref))/reads(alt)). The number of experimental
reads aligning to the reference and alternative allele were then
multiplied by CF(ref) and CF(alt), respectively, to obtain their normalized value. From this new value, a corrected d-score was calculated (d-score = [normalized_reads(ref)/normalized_reads(ref) +
normalized_reads(alt)] – 0.5) (Xu et al., 2017) such that for SNPs
with an equal number of reads mapped to each haplotype,
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d-score = 0, for SNPs with more reads mapped to the reference
haplotype, d-score > 0, and for SNPs with more reads mapped to
the alternative haplotype, d-score < 0.

Nucleotide diversity
Nucleotide diversity was estimated as previously described using
a combined SNP dataset from 10 V. vinifera accessions (Magris
et al., 2019). The average nucleotide diversity for each intergenic
ATAC-seq peak for which ND data was available was calculated
and used in the resulting boxplot analysis. A random sampling of
intergenic regions was included for comparison, and all regions
were filtered to exclude those overlapping TEs, microsatellites
and other regions for which no ND data was available.

DNA methylation
DNA methylation values were generated with bisulfite sequencing
and estimated as previously reported (Magris et al., 2019), using
young leaf tissue from Pinot Noir (VCR18). For the methylation
metaprofile of ATAC-seq peaks, full-length intergenic ATAC-seq
peaks and flanking 5-kb regions were each scaled to 100%, and for
each percent the methylation averages for CG, CHG and CHH were
calculated.

RNA-seq
RNA-seq data were produced from a prior experiment, using young
leaves (1st–5th) collected in late spring to early summer. Leaf tissues for RNA extraction were sampled from mother stocks of ‘Pinot
noir VCR18’ certified clone grown at the experimental station
CASA40 of the Vivai Cooperativi Rauscedo (Rauscedo, Italy). Three
biological replicates were sequenced for the transcriptome analysis. Each sample consisted of a mixture of the most distal leaves
along the shoot, from the first leaf under the shoot apex to the fifth
leaf from three vegetatively propagated plants along the raw in the
vineyard, planted next to each other. Each biological replicate was
separately processed during the steps of RNA extraction, library
preparation, sequencing and data analysis. Total RNA was
extracted with the Spectrum plant total RNA kit (Sigma, St Louis,
MO, USA) from 200 mg of collected tissues ground in liquid nitrogen and stored at 80°C. Sequencing libraries were obtained using
the TruSeqTM RNA Sample Preparation Kit v2 Set A (Illumina, RS122-9001). Libraries were sequenced with the HiSeq2000 to obtain
50-bp single-end reads. Raw reads were processed for adapter
removal, quality trimming and filtering for contaminants with package erne-filter (from ERNE v2 (Del Fabbro et al., 2013). Filtered
reads were aligned to the V. vinifera PN40024 reference genome
(Jaillon et al., 2007) providing the V. vinifera V2.1 genes annotation
through the aligner TopHat2 version 2.0.6 (Kim et al., 2013), default
parameters. A total of 106 311 870 reads were mapped. Cufflinks
version 2.2.0 (Trapnell et al., 2010, 2012) was used to estimate the
transcript abundance in all varieties and tissues. Expression levels
were reported as Reads Per Kilobase Million (RPKM) to normalize
for the length of transcripts annotation and for the total number of
reads aligned to the transcriptome.

Allele-specific expression analysis
Allele-specific gene expression was measured using using Allim
(Pandey et al., 2013). By using haplotype-specific reference genomes and RNA-seq data, ALLIM quantified ASE for each replicate
by determining the number of reads that can be unambiguously
assigned to one of the haplotypes. For each replicate, statistical
significance was assessed using a G-test (the default test performed by ALLIM), and significance across replicates was

assessed using Fisher’s meta-analysis. The obtained P-values were
corrected for multiple testing according to the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), and genes with a
q-value ≤ 0.05 were identified as showing evidence of allelic
imbalance.

Hi-C
In situ Hi-C was performed on young grapevine leaves from Pinot
Noir VCR18 using previously described methods (Louwers et al.,
2009; Rao et al., 2014; Methods S1). Hi-C libraries were sequenced
with paired-end, 125-bp reads on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencer by IGA Technology Services (Udine, Italy). Reads were filtered
for contaminants and quality, and were processed with HOMER
version 4.9 (Heinz et al., 2010) to produce genome-wide contact
maps. Principal component values were produced using the
HOMER utility runHiCpca.pl, and A and B compartments were
assigned to each 50-kb window according to the sign of the first
component (PC1) values.
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